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1. INTRODUCTION (1)

In recent years anthropologists have paid considerable attention to North-African popular religion and to local saints as one of its main aspects. North-African religious studies are in a transitory state in that anthropologists only recently have come to explore a field of enquiry which hitherto had been mainly worked by historians and Arabists (2). Coupled to the fact that, with such pioneers as Westermarck, Montagne, Evans-Pritchard, Peters and Berque (3), the anthropology of North-Africa made a comparatively late start in general (as compared with e.g. sub-saharan Africa, or Oceania), this goes some way to explain why anthropological studies of North-African religion so far try to do rather too much: instead of presenting a thorough descriptive analysis of specifically religious institutions, they tend to formulate highly abstract interpretative models which attempt to bring to bear an only cursorily described religious system upon such topics as the variability and versatility of Islam (4), theories of segmentation (5), the state (6), society as a whole (7), folk illness (8), or the old controversy of the utilitarian versus the logical nature of religious symbols (9). Perhaps this state of affairs also reflects the allegedly world-wide tendency that "anthropologists studying religion have been more interested in religious models than in religious behaviour". (10)

In particular, some of the principal aspects of North-African rural religion have hardly been discussed in anthropological writing so far: the worship of that category of land shrines that are not or only dimly associated with personal, historical saints; ecstatic cults of affliction; and in general the actual functioning of religion, as religion, within the social process at the village level.

However, various researchers did carry out fieldwork on these subjects and before long publications can be expected which fill in this gap. Meanwhile, it seems opportune to pursue, in the present paper, what is perhaps the most
significant and mature line of enquiry within the already available studies: the relation between two major versions of Islam, one formal, the other popular, which have prevailed in North-Africa over the centuries. It is on this subject that the recent Moroccan studies have made their most valuable contributions (11).

It is, then, the aim of this article to discuss, with a view on supralocal relations and incorporation processes, religious structure and change elsewhere in North-Africa: in the highlands of Khrumiria, North-Western Tunisia.

Apart from small Jewish and Christian minorities, the whole of North-Africa is nominally Islamic. Dominating in city life is the Ku'rān. It imposes obligatory prayer (both at home and at the mosque), fast, alms, and the pilgrimage to Mecca, and is, moreover associated with food prohibitions, certain general festivals, and an elaborate system of theology (commemorating the Prophet's life-history) and law. In the rural communities, however, a popular, less formal and less strict version of Islam dominates: emphasizing saint worship (with great saintly festivals featuring in the agricultural calendar and eclipsing the general Islamic ones), ecstatic cults centring on affliction, and religious brotherhoods. These popular aspects are by no means absent in the cities; but whereas in the cities they exist only in the shadow of, and are incessantly challenged by, the urban formal version which makes a claim of constituting orthodoxy, in the rural areas the popular version makes up the local religion par excellence.

The outlines of the religious history of North-Africa are wellknown (12). Ever since the Arab conquest in the 7th century, a recurrent theme has been the attempt to effectively spread the formal version of Islam from the urban centres into the rural areas.

This paper explores the interplay between local popular Islam and the repeated introduction of formal Islam in Khrumiria, against the background of its social and political
structure and the radical changes the latter underwent in the colonial and post-colonial era. Having had no access to archival material on the area, my data derive from three sources mainly: participant observation, a systematic survey of present-day religious activities, and oral-historical research going back to about 1800.

My argument will suggest that, even if more detailed descriptive local information on North-African rural religion is badly needed, the dynamics underlying the relation between the two versions of Islam in this part of the world should be interpreted primarily by reference to supra-local political and economic incorporation processes, i.e. to ultimately non-religious factors. This position clearly owes much to Gellner's work - even though in the past I have criticized Gellner for reducing the specifically religious aspects of the North-African saints to a marginal phenomenon. (13)

2. THE STRUCTURE OF PRE-COLONIAL KHURUMIR SOCIETY IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

In pre-colonial, nineteenth century Khurumiria (14) the economic and political basic unit was the homestead, a cluster of tents, which usually had the following composition: a middle-aged man; one or more married sons; one or more sons-in-law; and the wives and children of these men. Often the homestead also included one or a few unmarried clients: stranger herdsmen who in many cases were to marry their patrons' daughters. The homesteads were thinly scattered over the land. The density of population was about 12 per km², less than 20% of the present one. Limited pressure of the land made possible a fluid pattern of semi-annual transhumance and short-distance migration, geared to a near-subsistence economy revolving around animal husbandry and the cultivation of food-crops on forest clearings.

In this society honour and individual independence were central values, which came to the fore in great and often violent conflicts both within the homestead and between homesteads. Homesteads were involved in competition over women, animals, honour, and sometimes land. The homestead was far
from stable. In the course of years it would dissolve: part of its membership remaining in the same territory while the other part would migrate to elsewhere (usually within a radius of 10 km).

The differences in wealth, authority and honour between the heads of the homesteads were limited, and fluctuating. Pre-colonial Khrumiria belonged to that type of society where an acephalous, segmentary social organization tends to develop. (15) Accordingly, the limited data on the recruitment of partners in economic cooperation, conflict and religious activities in these old days suggest a segmentary pattern: social mobilization followed a tree-like structure of units at a series of levels, with units at one level being mutually exclusive but all nested within wider units at a higher level.

The classic anthropological segmentation model, which such authors as Favret and Gellner have applied to North-Africa, hinged on unilineal descent (16). More in line with Peters' penetrating criticism of this approach (17), segmentation in Khrumiria was (and is) more a matter of geographical propinquity than of unilineal decent (18). The homesteads were part of wider territorial segments (hamlets, villages, valleys, tribes), each associated with a particular, contiguous part of the land. Threshing-floors, springs, men's assembly-grounds (rakūba), shrines and cemeteries functioned as visible attributes of distinct segments on each segmentary level. Each homestead would have its own threshing-floor but would combine with others in the use of a spring; the hamlet thus formed would combine with other adjacent hamlets in the use of the same man's assembly-ground; and on yet higher segmentary levels (valley, clan, tribe), villages thus formed would combine in their use of the same shrine and cemetery. The visible attributes indicative of a unit's segmentary level would be distributed and redistributed in accordance with the numerical size and power of the segments involved, and alterations therein. A group might expand from homestead level (having only its own threshing-floor to boast) to hamlet or village level (monopolizing a local spring and creating its own assembly-ground) - or dwindle
along the same scale. Threshing-floors, springs and men's assembly-grounds were however more than helpful markers in the anthropologist's segmentary tree-diagram. Their serving as such is based on the fact that they were, pragmatically, the foci of vital economic and social processes: food production and the water supply focused on threshing-floor and spring, whereas the men's assembly-ground was the major arena for the on-going social and local-political process. Apparently, the structure of segmentation directly sprang from the dynamics of daily life. However, on the highest segmentary levels of valley, clan, and tribe, segmentary attributes were used (shrine, cemetery) that had no pragmatic function in everyday live.

Although the homesteads had by no means a purely agnatic composition, and although the basic pattern of social organization was based on locality rather than descent, yet a powerful agnatic ideology existed which still provides a dominant cultural idiom in Khrumir society. This ideology implies that effective positive relationships should be ideally formulated as relationships between (close) agnates. If interacting people are actually not agnatically related, or not related at all, fictive agnatic ties have to be created through genealogical manipulation.

Therefore, persons who had been living in one another's proximity for some decades, would be affiliated to the same mythical ancestor (apical ancestor of a clan named after him), irrespective of objective, historical, genealogical links. On the other hand persons who shared, historically, the same patrilineal ancestors would cease to be considered close agnates and would even no longer be reckoned to the same clan, if because of migration following the fission of homesteads, they had not been living in one another's proximity for several decades.

Thus if genealogical manipulation could ever carried to the end, the result would be that clans and territorial segments would coincide. Proximity, economic and political
coopération, and intralocal marriages, would provide local integration of interaction, and this in turn would be supported by the notion of common patrilineal descent. However, because of continuous migration, genealogical manipulation was always in a state of flux. Very recent immigrants would not yet be fully integrated in the locally dominant clan: hence temporarily certain "brother" segments, as accepted to belong to this dominant clan, could identify mutually more fully than certain other "brother" segments within the same wider segment. On the other hand recent immigrants would persevere, for some time, in their affiliation to the dominant clan in their territory of origin; thus clan-affiliation temporarily provided identification between homesteads that were several kilometers apart: a condition cutting across territorial segmentation.

By having a powerful homestead, by establishing dyadic exchange relations with members of other homesteads, and by coordinating activities (fighting, conflict settlement, marriage negotiations) involving a wide social field, some heads of homesteads built up a position of great authority as elders (kabîr, shaikh). Elders formed councils on several segmentary levels. Conflict regulation was their main task. However, in the most important, violent conflicts they would often belong to one of the parties, and then one had to resort to religious specialist (vide infra). In addition there existed, formally, an administrative structure of a higher order. In pre-colonial nineteenth-century Tunisia, each tribe had a kaida, appointed by the Bey of Tunis, and in charge of jurisdiction and taxes. In these days, Khrumiria nominally had its kaidas as well, but their power in conflict regulation was extremely limited and Khrumirs violently resisted paying taxes (19).

3. ASPECTS OF POPULAR RELIGION IN THE PRE-COLONIAL ERA (20)

Pre-colonial Khrumir society showed a continuous oscillation between territorial integration, and migration. As attributes of segments, shrines (and the cemeteries which surrounded the major shrines) played a very important role in this process. Immigrants could settle in basically two ways. Either they
arrived as clients of dominant, earlier inhabitants; in that case they had to orientate themselves (for sacrifices, pilgrimages, burials, oaths, and festivals) towards the shrines and cemeteries of their new patrons. Or they settled independent of earlier groups, on a territory which because of purchase, exchange, gift or violent conquest, on the moment of immigration was not occupied by a dominant other group. Then the immigrants would create a new shrine, often as a branch of the shrine of their original segment; in the latter case the new shrine would be erected upon relics brought from there, and be given the same name. Initially, immigrants of either type would keep visiting the great saintly festivals of their segment of origin but before long these historical links would lapse; then immigrants and locals would jointly orientate themselves almost exclusively towards their (old or new) local shrines. The regular pattern of territorial segmentation was restored – until further migrations demanded a new adaptive redistribution of shrines over segments.

In this way shrines formed the major visible beacons in the process of migration and territorial segmentation; the more so, as they were the only permanent buildings amidst the movable tents. At the same time they formed the beacons in the competition between segments. The invisible saint who, through his shrine, was associated with a certain segment, was supposed to give this segment his exclusive, and mighty, help. Mass saintly festivals (where hundreds of visitors brought the ingredients for a collective meal, to be prepared, distributed and eaten in front of the shrine) provided a segment with an opportunity to show its wealth, strength, and allies. The visitors held a safe-conduct backed up by supernatural sanctions; therefore the festival could be the only mass activity in this society otherwise so dominated by violence and divisiveness. Yet old disputes between segments tended to revive precisely on festivals. Because all higher-level segments endeavoured to embellish their shrine, to heighten the splendor of its festival, and to have that shrine accepted by more and more neighbouring segments as their focus of common ritual (thus making that shrine the attribute of an ever wider segment, on an ever higher segmentary level), the ecological competition between
segments was, in many ways, duplicated by competition between local shrines. The history of shrines is, to a great extent, the history of their segments.

There was a close connexion between the worship of local shrines and the marriage pattern. Saintly festivals were marriage-markets. Moreover women who had married outside their own villages (as many as fifty percent, or more, of all married women), were obliged to regularly visit the shrine of their village of origin. This norm was enforced by serious sanctions, both supernatural ones, from the saint (disease, disaster), and more concrete ones from the wife's kin: scorn, and the imposition of fines in the form of domestic animals that were to be sacrificed for the saint and whose meat was then to be distributed over the households of the village. Thus pilgrimage enabled the woman to maintain relations with her original segment (which she could hardly visit in any other context except pilgrimage), making her less dependent on her in-laws, and keeping alive her and her children's claim on the estate in her original village.

In pre-colonial, nineteenth-century Khrumiria the worship of local saints was therefore a major factor in local integration. It allowed both for a manifestation of balanced opposition between brother-segments at various levels, and for the overcoming of this opposition on higher levels: directly by means of collective ritual and common identification with the higher level shrines, indirectly by its connection with the marriage pattern. Moreover the Khrumir religion in many respects reflected, reinforced and justified dominant notions and values in Khrumir'society: the natural world, human life, human interaction, kinship, authority, etc.

Finally local integration was very much promoted by the political role of the guardians of the few major Khrumir shrines (minor shrines lacking such guardians).

Guardians succeeded one another according to a patrilateral adelphic system: upon a guardian's death, his successor would be either his younger brother or, if he was the last of his generation, his eldest brother's son, etc. Guardians and their close kin distinguished themselves from the other Khrumirs by avoiding violence and by leading what was locally considered a pious life. They would publicly observe one or several of the rules of conduct stipulated by the formal Islamic variant: perform the daily prayer, read the Kur'ān, refrain from forbidden food and drink.
Often these guardians were members of religious orders. The donations they received (especially on the saintly festivals they organized) were partly paid over to their superiors elsewhere. But even so guardianship formed a source of wealth, notably because of land that (as a donation to the invisible saint) was inalienably linked to the shrine. Because of their pacifism and their attachment to a fixed spot (the shrine), the guardians were more or less outsiders to the segmentary system. They were economically independent, and most effectively invulnerable because of their close association with invisible but powerful saints. Therefore, the guardians were in a position to act as ultimate mediators between segments in case of important and violent conflicts that could not be resolved by the elders. Because of the guardians’ indispensability for conflict regulation, secular groups could not allow the former to be harassed by other secular groups; by the same token, the guardians’ shrines were sanctuaries for refugees (especially in case of blood-feud) (21).

Many Khrumir shrines bear personal names, and are associated with personal, historical saints, about whom lively stories are told. So the history of these shrines may reflect, as we have seen, the history of the segments, but there are also individualizing, personal aspects involved. At least part of these shrines originated in the tomb of an historical holy man: one of the thousands of Islamic "missionary" agents who, mainly originating from Mauretania and Morocco, and as members of various religious orders, have flooded rural North Africa since the 12th century (22).

In addition to a tomb, these holy men often left offspring. Many names of clans in Khrumiria indicate a saintly founder: Ulad al Ḥāḍjdj, ("Sons of the Pilgrim"), Ulad ben Saiyid ("Sons of the Lord, i.e. Saint") etc. However, apart from a small guardian lineage, these names obviously soon lost their religious overtones; far from being pacifists, most bearers of these clan-names fully participated in their violent segmentary society.

Several authors on Maghrebine religion (23) have pointed
out the ironical lot of these pious agents: gone out to replace local popular religion by their own version of formal Islam, they ended up with their tombs (transformed into local shrines) constituting the very corner-stones of local popular religion.

These holy men form an interesting case within the context of supra-regional integration. The formal Islam they represented had universalist tendencies beyond strictly local social structure, saints and shrines. The fact that the names of Khrumir clan-founders so often have religious connotations, suggest that in pre-colonial Khrumiria the role of religious specialist was a major entry for strangers, who wanted to settle in this region. This was only possible if the Khrumirs, despite their pursuit of a popular variant, regarded themselves as Muslims, identified with co-religionists elsewhere in the Muslim world, and welcomed Islamic specialists. However, this measure of universalism in the religious sphere was not accompanied by any supra-regional identification in the other spheres, notably in politics. Oral data indicate that political identification hardly reached any further than the several tribal confederacies to be found in the Khrumir highlands. The agents of the central government (tax collectors) were violently kept out. Moreover, although universalism provided an entry for the pious agents, their teachings (to judge from the state of Khrumir religion at the beginning of the colonial period) failed to bring about radical and permanent changes in the popular-religious notions and activities of the majority of the Khrumirs. On the contrary, these formal-Islamic elements were neatly encapsulated and neutralized as the isolated status attributes of a very small minority of local religious specialists; who promptly were regarded as saints (i.e. inimitable); who had their functions not at the physical boundaries between Khrumiria and a wider structure (24) but within the Khrumir segmentary organization (although, of course, they were straddling the cognitive, cultural boundary between Khrumir society and the outside world); and finally, whose initial links with supra-regional organizations (religious brotherhoods) must soon have become irrelevant, leaving barely recognizable traces in the memories.
and oral traditions of present-day Khrumirs. Khrumiria was politically and economically isolated; Khrumir popular religion was closely connected with, and contributed very much to, Khrumir social organization; within this context there was little to promote and reinforce formal Islam, on a larger scale. Probably, during the last few centuries Khrumiria never entirely lacked a handful of people who were able to read the Qur'ān, and who observed a limited number of formal-Islamic rules and prohibitions. However, the impact of these formal-Islamic elements was very slight. Thus, for instance, until very recently Khrumiria never had its own real mosque; the larger local shrines were called mosque (djāma'a) but were by no means places of collective weekly worship.

Whilst the pious agents did represent more formal and book-orientated versions of Islam than where prevailing in the Khrumir countryside, yet the versions they pursued (the notions and rituals of their own orders, emphasizing sainthood, ecstatic music and dance) were in many respects closer to Khrumir popular Islam than to the Islamic versions propounded by the urban theologians of their time. Forms of ecstatic ritual are said to have a history of many centuries in Khrumiria, possibly as a local elaboration on what the pious agents brought (25). Nonetheless, the holy men formed a recurrent reinforcement of formal Islam in the Khrumir mountains. Because of them, Khrumir religion could develop in ever renewed contact with Islam elsewhere in North-Africa.

4. THE COLONIAL PHASE: CHIEF, SHRINE AND BROTHERHOOD

Although the French conquest of Tunisia (1881) was dictated by much wider political and economic considerations, it began as a punitive expedition against the Khrumirs (26). Thus a long period ended in which in Khrumiria the influence of a central government had been minimal. The French stationed
a garrison at the highest point of Khrumira: the beginning of the town of Ain Drāham. In 1889 they appointed local officials; they gave them the traditional title of shaikh (chief) and allotted to each of them an area (chiefdom) of several adjoining valleys. From Ain Drāham, Khrumira was brought under effective colonial control within a quarter of a century.

With the greater detail of historical data available on this period, our analysis will now centre on only a part of Khrumira, the chiefdom ĈAtatfa.

Around 1800 a group of immigrants, an offshoot of a clan called ĈArfāuiya after their apical ancestor ĈArfa, had arrived in this area and had since grown into a local numerical majority in two adjoining valleys. Of old, these immigrants appear to have been associated with the Shabbiya brotherhood (27). In one of the valleys, these ĈArfāuiya founded (about 1850) the shrine of Sidi Mḥ‘ammad, upon the tomb of an holy man from their midst. One of the ĈArfāuiya families took to the guardianship of this shrine, which very rapidly became one of the most important shrines in Khrumira. Some decades afterwards, in the course of short-distance migration, a branch of this shrine was erected one km. to the south.

About 1870 members of another line of descent within the ĈArfāuiya-clan, living in the other valley, founded there a lodge (zāwīya) of the Kādiriya order, after contacts with this order in Al-Kaf (28). Many people in the ĈArfāuiya and other clans joined the lodge as members (fūkra). In the first decades the lodge was rather effectively organized: in most of the villages it had representatives who annually collected donations, to be taken to Al-Kaf by the founder-prior (mukaddim) of the lodge, and his assistants (sha‘ush).

Besides their religious expansion, the economic expansion of the ĈArfāuiya (who where renowned for their large herds of cattle) became so great a threat to the inhabitants of two other adjoining valleys (mainly associated with the clans of Zeghaidiya and of Ulad al-Ḥādjdj), that, about 1870, the latter allied to fight the ĈArfāuiya. This alliance, headed
by the Zeghaidi Yunis ben Abu'l-Kāsim was to be origin of the tribe of Atatfa. The Arfauiya were weakened by the effects of an earth-quake, which also destroyed their lodge. Moreover their pacifist relatives, the guardians of Sidi Mḥammad, exhorted them to end hostilities: dramatically the guardians carried the saint's sacred flags to the battlefield to terminate what was to be a decisive battle. The Arfauiya then joined the alliance; their lodge was rebuilt a few kilometers to the east, on Zeghaidi land. Soon the tribal name passed on the chiefdom established by the French.

After violent rivalry a Zeghaidi, brother of Yunis, finally was appointed chief by the French. He held this post until 1916, when he was succeeded by a lineal kinsman (FBSS), also a Zeghaidi, but living in the valley of Sidi Mḥammad (where the Zeghaidi meanwhile had come to be represented by a few homesteads). This second colonial chief was succeeded by his son (1939-1957), so that for over forty years the Atatfa chief lived in immediate proximity of the shrine of Sidi Mḥammad.

Until the beginning of this century the chief's power was still very limited. This had two main reasons. The French, his overlords, still did not yet control the region completely; moreover conflict regulation (formally the major task of the colonial chief, besides tax collection and the enforcement of other laws) was actually still in the hands of the wealthy guardians of Sidi Mḥammad, who enjoyed a great religious authority. Moreover the chief was opposed by the lodge, whose prior and assistants had considerable economic power and, more important, great religious authority (not just among the lodge members, but among all those who consulted them for divination and healing: virtually all families in the wide environment). The close relationship between guardians and the prior (both by common clan-affiliation, and by common association with the Kādiriya order) contributed to the initially weak position of the chief.

Gradually however the Atatfa chief gained terrain on this religio-political complex.

He succeeded in building up a considerable economic power. Chiefs were not paid (until 1924), but were entitled
to a share of the taxes they collected. Thus they rapidly acquired wealth. On the other hand, as elsewhere in the colonial world, the economic situation of the majority of the population deteriorated. The government began to exploit the cork-forests, restricted the making of new clearings and stimulated the establishment of a few expatriate-owned farms. Thus the agricultural area available for Khrumirs diminished greatly and a stop was put to the segmentary dynamics. Tents gave way to huts and finally to stone houses; the villages were consolidated upon their present places. Land scarcity, erosion, rapid population growth (only to a limited extent encountered by migration out of the region), and a cattle-plague (about 1930), increased the economic discrepancy between the chiefs and the great majority of the people. Besides the chiefs, only a small minority was able to profit from the rapid rise of Ain Drâham as a regional centre and tourist resort. Finally in the second quarter of this century the chiefs used their wealth and power in order to deprive a number of their fellow-villagers of their land rights.

His increasing economic power made the chief enter into direct patronage relationships with many other heads of household.

The chief endeavoured to build his actual power (based on the colonial government and on his own wealth) into authority, by legitimizing this power in terms of dominant Khrumir norms and values: notably by the pursuit of the status of elder (kabîr) as defined within Khrumir culture. By means of a worthy style of living, dyadic exchange relationships with many people, strategically chosen marriage ties, and conspicuous hospitality, the chief manipulated a local cultural idiom so as to enhance his power and to diminish local resentment of his person and position. It was in his locally-defined position of elder, no less than as an (externally defined) government official, that gradually the chief acquired the monopoly of conflict regulation. Along the same lines the chief tried to extend his authority into the religious sphere, where he sought to break the power of the religio-political complex.
of the Arfāniya, while remaining within the context of local notions of authority. These notions revolved on the interrelation between secular honour (ithirām) and sacred grace (barāka): an elder should coordinate the interaction in his social field, including interaction with the sacred (collective ritual); and he should have optimal relationships not only with human beings, but also with non-human agents: saints (29). This is precisely what the chiefs tried to achieve.

Laws from the very beginning of the colonial era show that in his struggle the chief was backed, to some extent, by measures taken by the colonial government. Shrines were no longer acknowledged as juridical sanctuaries (1884), and land that had always been associated with shrines and orders, was declared alienable (30). We need further research on the impact of these general measures in the remote Khrumir highlands. Undoubtedly, however, these laws deprived the position of guardian of a supra-local official backing (which, on the contrary, did constitute the chief's main power base). Guardianship became much less powerful and rewarding, and as a consequence, less attractive.

About 1920 the succession of guardians of the shrine of Sidi Mḥammad underwent a radical change. From that time onward the local men's assembly has chosen the guardian among the close bilateral kindred of previous guardians. Whereas in the earlier patrilateral-adelphic system succession was entirely determined, the new system offered much more choice - while the chief influenced the final choice, and ratified the appointment. Thus in the years 1920-1970 seven guardians succeeded one another who, through (mainly matrilateral) consanguinity with previous office holders, had acceptable (though not patrilateral-adelphic) claims to guardianship, but who, on the other hand, were very closely linked to the Zeghaidiya clan and even (1940-1970) were fully dependent clients of the chiefs.

In this way the chief acquired indirect but effective control over the most important shrine of his chiefdom. In
the 1920s the chief personally took over the organization and coordination of the local saintly festival. In 1930 he created a new cemetery around the original shrine of Sidi Mhâmmad. The family of original Arfauiya guardians who until the beginning of this century locally dominated in number, wealth and power, fell into decay: by now all its male members have left the surroundings of Sidi Mhâmmad. That saintly arbitration was a dying institution is well demonstrated by the fact that Khrumir oral history records no living saints after the 1910s. Unlike in Morocco, the Khrumir saint today is always a dead saint.

With regard to the lodge we see the same striving for indirect chiefly control. Whereas until the beginning of this century the lodge-members living around Sidi Mhâmmad all belonged to the family of Arfauiya guardians, in the later decades nearly all local lodge-members belonged to the close kindred of the chief. Locally, the latterday lodge-members predominantly belong to recently immigrated families, bound to the chief by ties of patronage, and enjoying little prestige. This situation is exceptional as compared with other villages in the research area. Throughout the area nearly 20% of the heads of households are lodge-members, and this number is sufficiently large to make a quantitative analysis possible. Such analysis (32) demonstrates that in other villages lodge-members do not differ from non-lodge-members, as to wealth, prestige, and the period of local residence of their patrilineal descent line. Unmistakably the lodge-members around Sidi Mhâmmad, whose social status is much lower than that of lodge-members elsewhere, are the chief's pawns in his encroachment into local religion.

But while the chief's control over shrine-guardianship has implications for the entire chiefdom, the chief's indirect control over lodge-members has however been limited to just one village. In the course of about half a century the regional organization of the lodge has become increasingly loose. I suspect that this was partly due to the impact of the
colonial government, which through the local chiefs may have tried to weaken such rival, local foci of power as the lodges represented vis-à-vis the central power. In addition, built-in structural tendencies within the local social field seem to have torn apart the lodge's regional organization in Khrumiria. The religious brotherhood creates interaction and mutual identification between lodge-members irrespective of their segmentary distance in everyday life. This is however contrary to the working of a segmentary system; and with segmentation forming the main structural principle in Khrumir society, it looks as if the cross-cutting regional lodge organization was gradually broken up by the localizing segmentary tendencies. In a nutshell this would be the same process as which, on a larger scale, made for the proliferation of local lodges, shrines and saints throughout North-Africa: as they became effectively incorporated in a local segment, religiously-based supra-local ties (linking local offshoots to their remote parent establishments) became impedimental to these offshoots' integration in the local segments; as these offshoots' survival would depend on local functioning, the supralocal ties would become irrelevant, and withered. Territorial segmentation appears to be conducive to local autonomy of religious foci (office-bearers, shrines), and inimical to religious supra-local organization such as the dispersed membership of the lodge represented.

At any rate, because of this looser organization, control over lodge-membership in one village does not give the chief any real power over the prior and his assistants, who live in other valleys than the chief. The chief has not been able to destroy the great authority of these religious specialists, and conflict between chief and lodge has endured until today.

5. ENHANCEMENT OF FORMAL ISLAM

The French conquest of Khrumiria initiated an enhancement...
of formal Islam in this area.

In the beginning of this century, some Qur'ān teachers settled in Khrumiria from abroad (Morocco; Kabylia). Half a century later most formal Islamic knowledge of most villagers (distinct notions about God, the Qur'an and after-life; chants about the Prophet; myths about the major North-African saints) can still be traced to these teachers. In principle their action was a continuation of that of the pious agents in pre-colonial Khrumiria. In the new situation, however, formal Islam appears to have a novel effect. It creates a permanent alternative perspective that directly threatens Khrumir popular religion: "Are the Khrumirs true Muslims?" "Can the local saint really take revenge, can he help in times of illness and distress?" "Are sacrifices of animals and other food really pleasing to God?" "Is the lodge-member's ecstasy a mystic union with God, His Prophet and his saints, or is it a diabolical cult, or even merely a kind of sport, or a conjuring trick?" "Is the worship of other shrines than the few most important ones acceptable?" "Are card-playing, drinking and eating wild pig perhaps much more serious sins than the general Khrumir indulgence in these activities suggests?"

These are some of the questions which the few Khrumir supporters of formal Islam now raise concerning the local version of popular Islam.

Undoubtedly, through the centuries, the recurrent confrontation with pious agents temporarily raised similar questions. But, obviously, the ensuing doubt then gave way again to the notion of essential continuity between formal Islam and the Khrumir popular version. The then greatest threat to this notion of continuity: the pious agents themselves, would be dispelled by making the latter into the cornerstones of the local social structure and popular religion.

In the colonial age, on the contrary, an enduring notion of discontinuity was to emerge. Certain Khrumirs were confronted, in Ĉain Drāham and elsewhere, with formally-Islamic
urban Tunisians, and with the French authorities who, in religious matters, based their policies largely on what they considered to be formal Islam. Adopting formal-Islamic elements was attractive, or sometimes even necessary, for those Khrumirs who had vested interests outside the Khrumir villages, and who, in this capacity, occupied the strategic positions in the relation between the rural villages and wider structures: Khrumir chiefs, their assistants and close relatives, traders (in Ain Drâham), the (very few) pupils of primary and secondary schools, and professional soldiers after their retirement. These categories were to form an incipient Khrumir elite of relatively powerful and wealthy people. In addition to western clothing and housing, literacy, the French language and smoking of cigarettes, formal Islamic elements became the status attributes of this elite. As such, these elements were also adopted by a few social and economic climbers among the villagers who, as yet, lacked the important supra-regional contacts but for whom the elite formed a reference group (34).

Already in the 1930s Demeerseman (35) noted the emergence of this new formal-Islamic perspective. The decline of mass saintly festivals, which set in by that time, is partly explained by the economic decline of the majority of the population, and by government prohibitions; but in addition the growing impact of formal Islam forms a major factor. What was historically the ritual climax of these festivals, the collective meal, has disappeared completely after the period 1935-1950. Some visible manifestations of the same process occurred already much earlier. In the beginning of this century the few most important Khrumir shrines (including Sidi Mhâmmad), until then simple huts constructed of rough stones and arboreal material, were transformed into white stone buildings roofed by a dome (kubba). The later type of shrine is found throughout the Islamic world, and is far more acceptable to formal Islam. Significantly Khrumirs at that time lacked the required skills and had their early kubbâs built by Europeans.
Apart from this reshaping of already existing shrines, from about 1925 onward no entirely new shrines were created anymore. Thus the relatively young village of Hamräya has no man-made shrines. From the same recent period we have the first and only reports of Khrumir shrines being demolished. One very important shrine, although not a kubba (yet), was destroyed by an expatriate settler about 1920: he built his farm upon it. In the 1940s, another shrine, small and forgotten, was discovered and destroyed by a pious Khrumir, a retired professional soldier, who was making a new clearing.

6. FORMAL AND POPULAR ISLAM TODAY

Economic decline befell Khrumiria during the colonial era, and largely as a result of the colonial situation. The decline continued during the first decade after independence (1956), and necessitated unemployment relief work to be organized. The government created a large reafforesting project; however much this project may contribute to the future of the region, its direct effect has been that the agricultural area available for private peasants became still more limited, and that goat husbandry was prohibited. Misery and distress are paramount, and the general attitude vis-à-vis the government, the national party, and national goals is negative. Rudebeck remarked "that the rural proletarians of Tunisia still do not appear to be integrated into the political system" (36); if this is read to mean that the peasants have no active part in, nor motivation towards, shaping the economic and political processes which affect them so dramatically, the remark certainly applies to Khrumiria; (of course, the powerless peasants have little choice to be integrated in the political system as passive objects of policy). The Khrumir situation closely resembles the one Duvigneau described for the village of Shebïka, some 120 km. south of Khrumiriq (37).

Meanwhile the growth of a local elite has continued. They develop their own style of living, with the status attributes
already mentioned, and including the tendency of elite members to associate, for daily interaction and marriage, preferably with one another. They acquired influential positions after independence, not only as chiefs and their assistants, but also in local party organization and the relief work organization.

Formal Islamic elements continued to increase in importance. Formal Islam not only provides status attributes, but also forms a channel of upward social mobility in the non-religious sphere. It renders socio-economic climbers in the villages acceptable associates, though not equals, of the elite. Moreover there are several recent cases of Qur'an teachers (both in the villages and in the new mosque of Ain Draham) who, through the prestige and the network of relations built up as religious specialists, acquired prominent posts in local government or the relief work organization—promptly to resign as religious specialists.

The pull of status advancement is also strongly felt among religious specialists in the popular variant. These too now tend to give up their religious offices without hesitation as soon as they get a change to build up (often on the basis of their religious specialism, in combination with other skills, network relations, inheritance, etc.) some wealth and power in the non-religious sphere. This process involves only a few persons, because opportunities are scarce, and because numerically specialists only form a minority. However, several of today's richest and most powerful villagers are former lodge-members, who left this religious specialism to their less fortunate fellow-villagers. Moreover some musicians, specialized on the instruments for ecstatic sessions (where they are not supposed to make money) have changed to the instruments for festive music, which earns them an occasional but considerable income on festivals, weddings and circumcision ceremonies (38). Already a quarter of a century ago, even a guardian of the shrine of Sidi Mhâmmad resigned from guardianship to pursue festive music as a remunerative part-time specialism.

The present situation is confusingly ambivalent in various respec
Due to the spread of literacy (partly through private, small Qur'ān schools in the villages), nowadays many villagers under thirty years of age are able to read the Qur'ān: at burials, memorial rites, circumcision and wedding ceremonies, and at the general Islamic festivals. The readers derive prestige from their awe-inspiring ability. Yet for illiterates the classic Arabic text remains practically incomprehensible when recited. And the teachings of the Book by no means eclipse the popular Khurmir version of Islam. People who resigned from their specialisms in the sphere of popular religion take pains to deny or to excuse this fact. The elite (and those who aspire to belong to it) emphasize formal Islam as a status attribute. But at the same time they keep participating in the popular variant: they still feel best at home in the latter sphere, and in their view the responsibility, envy and conflicts connected with their exalted position necessitate optimal relations with the powerful and legitimacy-providing local saints. The popular, saintly religion instrumentally provides the local elite with the opportunity to show its political and economic power and to build up authority: by means of impressive animal sacrifices; by organising the construction of a new kubba; by trying to acquire official permission for a saintly festival (which in view of prevailing official attitudes is no mean task); and by actually organising such a festival. Moreover some members of the elite make a substantial profit by trading at the great saintly festivals.

North-African religious festivals have a redistributive aspect which may be relevant in this context. The sacrifice of a domestic animal dedicated to a local saint is a major element in the popular religion. The meat cannot be sold but has to be shared out among local people and passers-by. In a small-scale society where domestic animals are relatively abundant, where differences in wealth are moderate and where reciprocity dominates social life, such ritual redistribution may serve to convert dispensable wealth into honour at low
extra costs. In contemporary Khrumiria however cattle and sheep have become scarce and mainly concentrated in the hands of the elite. Wealth differences are great. The elite can not expect reciprocity from the village poor. Nowadays the elite lets the increase of wealth prevail over the increase of honour (39).

In this context animal sacrifices have grown too costly for the elite. Since deep involvement in the popular sphere implies animal sacrifices for those who can afford it, the elite is induced to shun this sphere and instead to pursue the formal variant: animals killed on the Prophet's festivals are not supposed to be distributed gratis.

Thus the elite continually oscillates between indulgence in and rejection of the popular variant.

In most local contexts both Khrumir elite and non-elite tacitly presuppose essential continuity between formal Islam and local popular Islam. Notions out of both variants are intermingled without differentiation, and one ignores such considerable theological problems as have been mentioned in the beginning of section 5. This implicit assumption of continuity could be interpreted as an unconscious attempt, on the part of the Khrumirs, to escape the cognitive dissonance between on the one hand formal Islam as a local ideal reinforced from outside, and popular Islam as a fondly cherished local practice. But beyond this, the participants' assumption of continuity primarily bears out the central historical fact that for centuries the two variants have been at dialectical interplay within Khrumiria. Both are part and parcel of Khrumir society, and if anything calls for a sociological explanation, it is not the tolerance between them in most situations, but the intolerant polarization in some.

The painful situations in which this convention of continuity is explicitly rejected, contain valuable hints as to the fundamental political and economic processes underlying the tension between formal and popular versions of Islam in contemporary Khrumir society. One situation in which the popular variant finds itself explicitly rejected is when district authorities
(typically non-Khrumirs) occasionally refuse permission for a popular collective ritual.

Since independence the Tunisian government, in its quest for modernization (40), has opposed popular Islam. Permissions for saintly festivals were refused; even, outside Khrumiria, a number of shrines have been demolished by the authorities. Certain elements in the ritual of the religious orders were prohibited, and the orders were severely criticized (41). In Khrumiria, timing and scope of the annual saintly festivals are now strictly controlled by district headquarters, whereas the ecstatic ritual is officially forbidden (especially the most spectacular elements of it: manipulation of fire and knives during trance).

Rejection of the popular variant also occurs when Khrumir members of the rural elite refuse to participate in customary popular activities such as the ecstatic dance, the worship of minor shrines, or the consumption of wild pig. Formal Islam provides them with a standard argument against these activities; they are called: haram, i.e. prohibited by Islamic law, hence polluted, taboo. In the village, such rejective behaviour is often triggered by the presence, as a third party, of townsmen: people who are considered representatives of the ideal, formal version of Islam, and who (in this, and in most secular respects) form the reference group par excellence for the rural elite. The ostentatious rejection of local religious forms by elite-members who happen to be present, creates strong negative feelings in their non-elite fellow-villagers. The latter regard it as a manifestation of assumed superiority, and in addition feel threatened in their assumption that their popular religion represents true Islam. The elite's rejection destroys the assumption of formal/popular continuity, and forces the underlying cognitive dissonance into full consciousness.

Confusion and embarrassment are the peasants' dominant responses to this confrontation. But on the other hand, the formal variant of Islam, and its local exponents, can be heard to be explicitly rejected by Khrumir peasants when discussing,
with scorn and resentment, the alleged machinations of local authorities and elite both within and outside the sphere of the religion. Under modern conditions, the pursuit of popular collective ritual (particularly the ecstatic sessions and the saintly festivals, even if in a greatly reduced form) is not just a continuation of custom; rather it takes on unmistakable aspects of awakening local consciousness in terms of ethnicity and class. As my informants put it: "Whatever 'they' may say or do, this is what we, people of the mountains, have always done and will continue to do".

Whereas many Third-World scenes now show a decline of historical forms of local religion, the Khrumir response is rather that of a revival.

Despite the economic decline, recent years have seen a trend to reshape existing shrines into kubbas - an expensive and labour-consuming task in which whole villages cooperate. Each family is prepared to pay its share for the festival permission. When an official permission was sure to be refused, ecstatic sessions were held clandestinely. In the new generation, though now largely exposed to primary-school education and long-term military draft outside Khrumiria, many new lodge-members are being recruited. It is not only the elderly, but also young people and children who emphasize their relationship with the local saint, and spontaneously visit his shrine. With territorial segmentation still the major social-structural feature, saint worship continues to provide the shrines and cemeteries to mark the segments at various levels.

Thus it would appear as if, recently, the popular and the formal aspects of Islam in Khrumiria are becoming polarized in a way which is rather at variance with their local intertwinement over past centuries. The explanation seems to lie mainly in colonial and post-colonial processes of political and economic incorporation. The colonial situation has dislocated the loci of decisive political and economic power to far outside Khrumiria, and has reduced the average Khrumir to the status of unemployed-relief worker or frustrated would-be labour migrant. For those who, as members of the local administration and the rural elite, act as intermediaries between this outside power and the powerless peasants, Islam has become an aggressive status attribute
which when brought to bear upon face-to-face interaction between elite and peasantry, enables the former to demonstrate their derived power and to emphasize their relative independence vis-à-vis local, popular custom — at the same time confusing and provoking the peasants. For the peasants the embarrassment and resentment instilled by the elite's religious challenge is just one aspect of their general position of powerlessness. Under the present circumstances, they lack the economic and political power, the analytical understanding of their predicament, and the secular organization, to effectively adopt other symbols (let alone actions) for the expression of discontent; therefore entrenchment in the popular religion has become the main (though not the only) expression of their predicament. The theoretical problem of why and through what mechanism, here as elsewhere, a society's political and economic transformation had to find a predominantly religious expression, is something beyond the scope of the present paper.

The tensions of the situation pervade all aspects of contemporary Khrumir religion. However, in certain categories of people, these tensions are particularly acute and give rise to profound social and psycho-somatic crises; this is the case with resigned or still active specialists in the popular variant; members of the elite; and the close kinsmen of these people. Those involved try to resolve these crises, not through political action based on a macroscopic analysis of economic and political incorporation, but in terms of exceptionally severe conflicts with local saints in the idiom of ecstatic cults of affliction.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper I have attempted to show how in the religion of Khrumiria (an area not atypical for much of rural North-Africa), the coexistence of a popular and a formal version of Islam, and the various forms this coexistence has taken over time, can be profitably (though by no means exhaustively) analysed in terms of supra-local political and economic relations. In the centuries when Khrumiria was a segmentary society with very limited political
and economic relations with the outside world, the perception of this outside world as sharing in essentially the same religion, provided for contacts with pious strangers performing (in addition to economic functions which I have not the data to discuss systematically) crucial political functions within Khrumir society. The fact that these pious strangers could be assimilated locally without substantially affecting local political and economic power structures, allowed for the religious variant these strangers represented (i.e. formal Islam) to be organically accommodated, serving the local needs for outsider arbitration. In his studies of the Moroccan High-Atlas, Gellner has demonstrated how there the saints mediate both between segments within the local rural society, and between that society and the outside world: coastal Morocco, the colonial government, the world of Islam. The present study applies a similar view to a different part of North Africa.

Colonialism (and the perpetuation, after Independence, of the structures it had created) dramatically upset the pattern of supra-local relations surrounding Khrumiria. The focus of effective political and economic power shifted from local communities to modern bureaucratic organizations outside Khrumir rural society. Among the local agents (administration, elite) of the new power structures, the emphasis on formal-Islamic elements precipitated a polarization between formal and popular Islam in the area. In the present situation the historical intertwining between the two variants of Islam has largely become eclipsed, and (as a starting point for a more secular peasant movement?) popular Islam has developed into a major symbol of growing peasant consciousness. Meanwhile one wonders what effects an improvement of the local economic and political situation will have on the relations between the two versions of Islam in the area.
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